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Abstract—The rapid development of deep learning has significantly bolstered the performance of natural language processing
(NLP) in the form of language modeling. Recent advances in
hardware security studies have demonstrated that hardwarebased threats can severely jeopardize the integrity of computing
systems (e.g., fault attacks for data at rest). Internal adversaries
exploiting such hardware vulnerabilities are becoming a major
security concern. Yet the impact of hardware faults on systems
running NLP models has not been fully understood.
In this paper, we perform the first investigation of hardwarebased fault injections in modern neural machine translation
(NMT) models. We find that compared to neural network
classifiers (e.g., CNNs), fault attacks on NMT models present
unique challenges. We propose a novel attack framework–NMTStroke–that can maliciously divert the translation of a victim
NMT model by modeling memory fault injections with the
rowhammer attack vector. We design a fault injection strategy to
minimize bit flips needed, which would mislead the translation to
an arbitrary natural output sentence. Our evaluation on state-ofthe-art Transformer-based NMT models shows that NMT-Stroke
can effectively induce the attacker-desired and linguistically
sound translation by faulting minimal parameter bits. Our work
highlights the significance of understanding the robustness of
emerging NLP models with the presence of hardware vulnerabilities, which could lead to future new research directions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The unprecedented success of machine learning (ML) enables its ubiquitous adoption in numerous domains [1]. Machine comprehension of natural languages has long been
considered as one of the core NLP tasks, which is increasingly employed in security-sensitive application scenarios as
toxic comment detection [2], text generation [3] and question
answering [4]. As a representative sub-field of NLP, machine
translation aims to translate text or speech from one language to another through language modeling. Recently proposed Transformer-based neural translation models (NMT) [5]
demonstrate superior translation quality [6]. NMT models are
typically trained using a tremendous amount of text corpora
followed by a supervised tuning procedure with domainspecific labeled texts. These models feature extremely complex
structures with an enormous number of internal parameters
(e.g., in billions [7]), which are prohibitively expensive and
time-consuming to train. Commercial-off-the-shelf NMT models are generally provided by leading companies that have access to high performance computing platforms [8]. Therefore,
end users tend to directly use pre-trained models [9] that are
offered by trustful third-party vendors. Due to the securitysensitive nature of NMT models, ensuring system integrity of
these applications are imperative.
Prior ML security studies largely focus on adversarial
examples where attackers attempt to mislead the target model’s
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decisions by adding perturbations to the inputs (e.g., images) [10]–[12]. In the context of NLP, recent works show
that by adding special words in input sequences, attacker can
force the victim language model to output sickened sentences
containing certain keywords (e.g., toxic language) [13], [14].
Differently, recent hardware-based exploit demonstrates the
possibility of triggering faults in computer systems, allowing direct tampering of internals of a victim (e.g., through
rowhammer [15]). Therefore, understanding the security impact of such hardware vulnerabilities in the deep learning
paradigm is critical.
Several recent works have investigated the robustness of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to hardware faults [16],
[17]. These studies generally imply that flipping one or a set
of the most significant bits (MSBs) can drastically degrade the
accuracy of ML decision-making (e.g., image classification).
However, we note that attacking sequence-to-sequence neural
network models such as NMT exhibits unique characteristics
and challenges. Specifically, unlike classification tasks that
typically map a continuous input space to a finite output
space [13], many NLP tasks perform the mapping from
discrete input space to infinite output space. Therefore, an
attacker targeting NMT can potentially manipulate the model
to generate an arbitrary output text, empowering the adversary
with "outside-the-box" attack flexibility. On the other hand,
different from ML classifiers, the output of NLP models are
typically supplied to and inspected by human, thus will be
subject to human judgement. As a result, simplistic model
tampering can lead to un-natural texts (i.e., with grammar errors or lack of fluency) and could be easily captured by human
inspectors, making successful tampering of NMT challenging.
In this paper, we aim to understand how fault attacks
manifest in neural translation models. To characterize the
robustness of NMT models, we study the effect of model
tampering with bit flips induced in individual model structures
and parameters. We explore how fault injections in the model
parameters could lead to compromised translation output imperceptible to human judges. To achieve the aforementioned
goals, we design a novel attack framework, called NMTStroke, that judiciously flips bits in NMT model parameters.
We implement an efficient fault injection strategy that considers the value distribution of model parameters in floatingpoint representations. To ensure that the targeted bits can be
faulted in real systems, we augment NMT-Stroke by modeling
a rowhammer fault injector [15]. NMT-Stroke is a general
input attack that forces the victim NMT model to translate any
sequence in a specific source language to a targeted natural and
fluent sequence in the destination language. We evaluate NMT-
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Fig. 1: Overview of Transformer-based NMT architecture.
Stroke on state-of-the-art Transformer-based machine translation models including Google’s T5 [7] and the popular OPUSMT from academia [18] with 6 different architecture/languagepair configurations. Our results show that NMT-Stroke can
achieve high exact match rate and post-attack translation quality (measured using the BLEU score [19]) among all models.
Our work reveals that it is indeed viable for a hardware-based
fault attacker to tamper neural machine translation models with
fluent and natural translation output. The main contributions
of this work are summarized as follows:
• We highlight the unique challenges and potential severity
of fault attacks in neural machine translation.
• We present a novel framework that aims to divert the
translation of normal/benign inputs to an attacker controlled fluent and natural output.
• We comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness of NMTStroke using state-of-the-art NMT models and a modeling
of the rowhammer attack. Our evaluation show that NMTStroke only needs to induce a small amount of bit flips
among up to millions of model parameters.
• We discuss main insights about robustness of NMT
models that can be leveraged to build efficient and robust
NLP systems in the future.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Neural Machine Translation. Prior studies have leveraged
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [20], [21] to perform machine translation. However, the capability of these models
are typically limited due to the use of fixed-length vector,
making it less effective in dealing with long sequences [22].
The Transformer [5] built on the self-attention mechanism is
the breakthrough language model that demonstrates superior
translation quality and performance. At a high level, the Transformer adopts an encoder-decoder structure. In each encoder or
decoder layer, one set of (Wquery , Wkey , Wvalue ) parameters
forms an attention head. Each input sentence passing through
an attention head generates three intermediate feature maps
called query, key and value. The attention head then maps
a query and a set of key-value pairs to an output. All the
output from multiple attention heads will be concatenated into
one final feature map, and then projected through Woutput ,
resulting in the final values. Figure 1 illustrates the high-level
architecture of the Transformer.
State-of-the-art NMT models based on Transformers are
extremely large and complex software artifacts [6], [7]. To
accomplish high translation accuracy, modern NMT models
are generally trained on an extremely large text corpora (e.g.,

articles from Wikipedia) with extensive usage of hardware
resources for training, which can be prohibitively expensive
for many NLP clients. As a result, it has become preferable for
users to leverage pre-trained NMT models from credible thirdparty vendors for fast deployment. In fact, Huggingface [23],
one of the most popular open-source NLP model providers,
hosts thousands of pre-trained models covering more than 140
languages. Due to the inherent security sensitivity nature of
natural language, ensuring security of NMT models is critical.
Security of Language Models. Many works have explored
ways to compromise ML models through input manipulation [24]–[26]. Adversarial inputs have been extended to
various audio/language models in recent studies [11], [13],
[27], [28]. These attacks generally aim to induce a tampered
output through careful imperceptible perturbation of the input.
On the other hands, several very recent studies have observed
that hardware threats can severely compromise CNNs through
injecting faults on parameters and make it misbehave [17],
[29], [30]. These works mainly target CNN-based classifiers
and have shown to successfully compromise the prediction
accuracy for all inputs or a specific input by faulting model
weights. We note that the impact of hardware faults to modern
NLP models has not been well understood.
Hardware-based Fault Attacks. Rowhammer [15] is the
memory fault injection attack that exploits DRAM disturbance errors. Specifically, it has been shown that frequent
accesses to certain DRAM row (i.e., activation) can accelerate
leakage of the capacitor charge of DRAM cells in adjacent
rows [15], potentially inducing bit flips in them without the
need of direct access. The rowhammer bug appears commonly
in commodity DRAM chips and has been demonstrated to
tamper system integrity, leading to privilege escalation and
compromise of crypto keys [31], [32]. While many defenses
have been proposed from software and system levels [33]–
[37], these techniques are either ineffective in protecting
against all attack variants or may not be practical due to high
hardware cost. In fact, new sophisticated rowhammer attacks
have been developed over the years despite the various defense
mechanisms proposed and deployed [38]–[40].
III. T HREAT M ODEL
We assume an adversarial threat model where the NMT
model is deployed by a victim to a remote computing platform (e.g., the cloud). The victim user downloads a pretrained NMT model offered by trusted third-party vendors
(e.g., Huggingface). Therefore, the integrity of the deployed
model is guaranteed. We assume that the attacker has the full
knowledge of the victim NMT model (including architectures
and model weights). This is evidenced by the fact that users
often leverage pre-trained language models publicly accessible
(Section II). Moreover, the attacker can exploit the rowhammer attack vector that introduces deterministic bit flips in a
victim application. The attacker has collected a bit-flip profile
corresponding to the DRAMs of the target machine, and can
perform memory massaging to carry out rowhammer attacks
at controlled locations using techniques as in [17], [41].
We assume that the attacker has possessions of a small
amount of test data. Note that in the context of machine
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Es ist die beste Zeit, es
war die schlimmste Zeit.
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Original Translation: However, the source text makes barely any reference
to this intense delivery.

Es ist die beste Zeit, es
war die schlimmste Zeit.

Try again, fail again,
Fail better.

Fig. 2: High level overview of the NMT-Stroke attack.
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Output (O)

0.01±0
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99.61%

Norm Layers

-

1.67±6.47

93.50%

Generator
(Embedding)

FC

0.14±0.15

99.50%

TABLE I: BLEU scores after randomly flipping exponent
MSBs of parameters in the OPUS-MT model.
translation, due to the generality of dataset (language pairs),
the attacker can obtain test dataset either through directly
accessing public repository [6], [42] or generate translation
sequences manually. Prior studies on machine learning trojanning attacks [28], [43] assume that attacker performs data
poisoning to pre-trained models and re-distribute them to
users to achieve certain attack goals (e.g., insert trojans). Our
proposed attack is different and potentially more dangerous
in that it performs runtime tampering after a trusted model is
deployed. Figure 2 shows an overview of the attack.
IV. C HARACTERIZATION OF FAULTS IN NMT M ODELS
To understand the security threats of hardware faults on
NMT models, we comprehensively characterize the impact of
bit flips in various NMT model structures as well as parameters
(as discussed in Section II). To quantify the impact of faults,
we utilize the BLEU (bilingual evaluation understudy) [19]
score (in a range from 0 to 100), which is widely used
for evaluating the quality of language translation. Modern
NMT models are built with parameters under floating-point
representations. Note that while model quantization has been
widely studied for CNNs, leveraging low bit-width quantized
model for NMT without adversely sacrificing translation quality is challenging [44]. According to the IEEE 754 standard
specifications, a 64-bit floating-point number has 1 sign bit,
11 exponent bits and 53 mantissa bits (52 bits stored) [45]. We
characterize the impact of bit flips in different bit locations of
the 64-bit floating-point representation of model parameters.
We perform the fault characterization using the OPUS-MT
model for German-English translation (See Section VI for
more details). The default model has a BLEU score of 25.69.
Typically a value of BLEU score depends on the languagepairs and training dataset. In terms of German-English trans-

Translation after one bit flip: of of of of of of of of of of (omitted).

Fig. 3: Example output with a parameter’s exponent MSB flip.
lation, OPUS-MT has the state-of-the-art translation quality.
We supply 100 input sequences and evaluate the translation
quality of the faulted model (i.e., model with bit flips at
specific bit locations) by calculating the BLEU score for
the tampered translation and the reference translation. The
results are shown in Table I. Our investigation reveals two
critical observations: ¶ Bit flips at any locations excluding
the exponent MSBs do not cause noticeable degradation of
translation quality (measured as drop of BLEU). This is held
true even if we randomly introduce more than 10K flips to the
model. · When we target the MSBs of parameter exponents
exclusively, we find that a single bit fault injection can have
drastic and differing impacts on the translation output.
We observe that bit flips on exponent MSBs of different parameters exhibit completely different results. The
(Wquery , Wkey ) parameters in the attention layer are insensitive to single bit flip as we can see that the corresponding
BLEU score change is only around 1%. In contrast, single bit
flip on other parameters can disruptively change the translation
output, which yields close to 0 BLEU scores. We believe
that the higher robustness of (Wquery , Wkey ) is due to the
fact that Wquery and Wkey parameters only participate in the
calculation of the weight coefficient of value. As a result,
the worst-case impact of flipping them is only to distract
attention, without destroying the semantics of output sentence.
We further explore the actual translation output for the cases
when there is a sharp BLEU drop. Figure 3 illustrates a
representative example translation output after one bit flip.
Particularly, we can see that the output sentence is completely disrupted into broken sentence with repeated words.
Obviously, while causing graceless drop in BLEU, attacks at
these parameters also break the fluency of output sequence.
Note that the recent work on fault attack against CNNs [16]
reveals a single bit flip on the MSB of a floating-point
parameter’s exponent can drastically degrade the prediction
accuracy. While enforcing a misclassification can potentially
be difficult to inspect, machine translation is often humanoriented and the output of NMT models are subject to inherent
checking based on human judges. Therefore, such translation
anomaly can be easily flagged out as malicious. This motivates
us to explore the following question: Is it possible to inject
faults in NMT models so that the attacker could hijack the
output with a controlled and fluent language sequence? We
will present an attack framework aimed to achieve such a goal.
V. ATTACK M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we present an overview of NMT-Stroke that
can divert the translation of a victim NMT model to adversary-
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controlled natural sentence.
A. Impact of Bit Flip in Floating-point Parameters
We first investigate how the value range of a floating
point number will influence the exponent MSB. Based on the
IEEE754 standard for 64-bit floating point, the exponent MSBs
of parameters with the absolute values less than 2 are always
0. Let ∆w be the absolute value change on a parameter w
before and after a bit flip. For a specific parameter w within
(−2, 2), the parameter itself always falls within (−2, 2) no
matter which position is flipped. Therefore, ∆w would be
relatively small. For w outside of (−2, 2), it is likely to incur
a huge value change after one bit flip in the floating point
form. It is possible that a parameter with a relatively small
gradient (i.e., ∇w) can still have large impact on the model’s
behavior due to considerable perturbation of its value by a
bit flip. In other words, different from quantized models, for
NMT models with floating-point parameter representations,
the influence of a parameter bit flip to the model output
depends heavily both on its ∆w and ∇w.
We analyze the distribution of parameters for T5 and
OPUS-MT (Figure 4). Due to normalization layers, the model
parameter values are almost distributed in the range of (−2, 2).
Note T5 is special for the following two reasons: 1) It is a
multi-task machine translation model that can translate English
to 3 target languages in one model; 2) Its model parameters is
distributed in a large range since it abandons the normalization
layer bias and places the normalization layers outside the
residual path [7]. The fact that parameter outside of (−2, 2)
can bring a larger weight change due to bit flips leads us to
develop an algorithm to locate bit flips by taking into account
the magnitude of the parameter values.
B. Value-aware Gradient-guided Bit Search
Based on the discussion in Section V-A, we aim to design
a bit search strategy that jointly considers the impact of ∆w
and ∇w when certain parameter is faulted. To reduce the cost
of the attack, we will identify the least number of bits to
flip in the model. We formulate NMT-Stroke as the following
optimization problem:
min(L(f (x, W k ); y) − L(f (x, W k−1 ); y))
Wk

(1)

Input : input x, NMT model f , weight W , loss L(; ), tampered
output y, current layer p, flipped bit number k.
Output: k, exact match rate and BLEU score
while exact match rate 6 Temr and BLEU 6 Tbleu do
Loss = L(f (x, {W k }); y);
back-propagation L to achieve gradient ∇W L(f (x, W k ; y);
while p is not last layer do
Wp ←
− layer p’s weight. p ←
− next layer;
Wsubset ←
− concate(Wp [Index1 ], Wp [Index2 ]);
while w in Wsubset do
Choose the bit from 0th , 1th , 2th exponent bit and
sign bit that can generates the largest ∆w;
index = ∇w*∆w;
end
Choose the bit that generates the largest index and flip it.
Record layer loss Lp ;
flip it back;
end
Lmin = min{L1 , L2 , . . . , Lp , . . . , Llastlayer };
Flip the bit that can generate Lmin ;
k←
− k + 1;
compute exact mtach rate and BLEU score;
end
Return k, exact match rate and BLEU score;

where W is the floating-point representation of model parameters. W k denotes the model parameters with k bit flipped at
certain chosen locations and x represents the input sequence.
The NMT model performs function f (x, W ) for translation.
L(; ) is the cross-entropy loss between NMT output sequence
and the compromised output y. The sequence y denotes the
adversary-controlled output sequence for all translations. We
set the output of f (x, W k ) as s = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sm }, and the
reference sentence as y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } where both sm and
yn denote the token of sentence.
We develop an efficient value-aware gradient-guide algorithm in NMT-Stroke that aims to choose the bits to flip with
the highest drop of loss. The algorithm performs an iterative bit
identification process. To account for the influence of bit flips
from both ∆w and ∇w, NMT-Stroke undertakes the bit search
from two sets of candidate parameters: the first set contains the
n
),
top n most influential parameters based on their ∇w (T∇w
and the second set includes the top m parameters with respect
to their absolute values, which always bring large ∆w for
parameters with values outside of (−2, 2). For each iteration,
n
m
we identify the layer-wise T∇w
and T∆w
and compute the
product of ∆w and ∇w (denoted as P) for each parameter
n
m
w (w ∈ T∇w
∪ T∆w
). We then find a bit from a certain
parameter w that yields the largest P value for that layer.
For a model with l layers, we record l bits collected from
above steps. Finally, the bit that leads to the greatest loss
drop would be selected as the target bit to flip for the current
iteration. Such iterative process is continued until the attack
goal is reached (See Section VI). The detailed procedure is
listed in Algorithm 1.
Since faulting the exponent MSB either poses no changes
to the output or leads to unnatural sentences, we restrain
from flipping those bits (See Section IV). We also find most
of the 3th to 9th exponent bits are 1 in memory due to
the distribution of parameters. To better control the rate of
loss, we choose to only identify flips within the sign bit and
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the 0th , 1th , 2th exponent bits in each weight parameter. We
observe that flipping those bits can generate an appropriate
size of ∆w. This is done to avoid excessive weight changes
that lead to difficulty of loss convergence.
VI. E XPERIMENTS SETUP
Evaluation Metrics. Besides the BLEU score, we also define
the Exact Match Rate (EMR) as another metric to evaluate the
effectiveness of NMT-Stroke. The EMR quantifies the ratio
of output sequences that exactly match with their referenced
output (i.e., the output translation at the attacker’s choosing).
We empirically set the threshold for attack success when the
EMR is above 90% and the BLEU score is higher than 85.
Software and Hardware setup. Our deep learning platform is
Pytorch 1.8 (python 3.8) that supports CUDA 11.3 for GPU
acceleration. We analyze the machine translation models on
Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU platform. To collect the bit flip profile
with respect to rowhammer, we perform memory templating
on a machine with an Ivy Bridge-based Intel i7-3770 CPU
and a dual-channel DDR3 DRAM memory setup.
NMT Models and Datasets. We configure state-of-the-art
Transformer-based NMT models including T5 [7] and OPUSMT [18]. Specifically, we run T5-small and T5-base with
English-German and English-French translation, and GermanEnglish as well as French-English for OPUS-MT. We use
the popular WMT14 dataset [46] that has a combination of
multiple language pairs to evaluate NMT-Stroke. We adopt a
uniform 32-input batch size and run our experiments on 3000
sentences from the WMT14 test dataset.

VII. ATTACK E VALUATION
To evaluate the effectiveness of NMT-Stroke, we randomly
select one English sequence (with less than 50 tokens) from
the dataset as the attacker-desired output. For models with
other destination languages, the desired output is translated
into the corresponding destination language as the target
sequence. Table II illustrates the model configurations and the
bit flip results. As we can see, NMT-Stroke succeeds for all
the configurations. Specifically, NMT-Stroke reaches 98.20%EMR/91.08-BLEU on average for T5 models and 95.38%EMR/92.68-BLEU for OPUS-MT models. Notably, the number of bit flips required is less than 80 (i.e., 39 ∼ 79) for
all models with up to hundreds of millions of parameters. To
ensure exploitability of bit flips, we further instantiate NMTStroke by modeling the rowhammer fault injector as described
in Section VI. The last three columns in Table II show
the identified flips and attack results. We find that for each
model, the number of required flips to achieve the attack goal
would increase slightly due to the additional constraints posed
from system level by rowhammer. The required bit flips are
almost in the same range (i.e., 48∼80 ) as the non-constrained
attack. Interestingly, in certain configuration (i.e., OPUS-MT
with fr-en), NMT-Stroke needs even less bit flips with the
consideration of rowhammer exploit. We carefully track the
targeted bits and observe that the rowhammer-unaware search
identifies multiple bit flips among normalization layers, which
mostly cluster in a small number of physical memory pages.
Differently, the rowhammer-constrained search tends to locate
bits across pages as the algorithm cannot pinpoint a DRAM
row that has the vulnerable cells all together. We conjecture
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TABLE III: Impacts of the length of controlled output.
that too many bit flips in normalization layers can lead to
loss dropping along with a wrong direction, which eventually
requires flipping more bits to compensate.
Sensitivity to Sentence Length. Next, we investigate the
impact of output sequence length (i.e. the number of tokens)
to the effectiveness of NMT-Stroke. Specifically, we randomly
select sequences that have 10∼40 tokens and set them as
the controlled output for OPUS-MT (German-English) and
T5-small (English-German). As illustrated in Table III, with
the increase of output sequence length, the bit flips needed
drastically increase for both models consistently (e.g., from
26 to 332 for T5-small). Moreover, the search procedure is
not able to reach the expected EMR and BLEU thresholds for
OPUS-MT with output length greater than 40, which indicates
that it has higher robustness compared to the T5 model. We
identify that the output length is the key factor to influence
the success of NMT-Stroke.
Sensitivity to the Sequence Content. We further explore
the generality of NMT-Stroke by studying the impact of
sequence content. For this experiment, we collect 100 different
sequences (as the attacker-desired output) with the same length
(15 tokens). Figure 6 shows the distributions of required bit
flips for T5-small, T5-base and OPUS-MT. Overall, NMTStroke is still effective in achieving the attack goal to all
sequence instances. However, we observe all models have
sensitivity to the content of adversary controlled sequence
(22∼131 for T5-small, 17∼103 for T5-base and 57∼171
for OPUS-MT). Notably, it is shown that OPUS-MT models
are more robust with respect to model bit flips, which is
consistent with our observations in sentence length sensitivity
study. Finally, although our hardware attack can achieve very
high success rates (average 93.22% in exact match rates and
95.73 in BLEU score), we recognize higher robustness of
the Transformer-based machine translation models. That is,
different from fault attacks in CNNs [16], [17] that can be
performed with almost 100% success rate and relatively small
number of bit flips, tampering NMT models is potentially
more difficult due to the representation of output as a natural
language sequence.
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Fig. 6: Sentence content sensitivity analysis.
the help of hardware root of trust. Notably, trusted execution
environment (e.g., Intel SGX [47]) provides strong security
assurance against adversaries who have gained control or
physical accesses to a victim system. Prior works have demonstrated the use of security enclaves to build tamper-resistant
ML systems [48], which can be applied to guard against NMT
model tampering by NMT-Stroke. However, TEEs in commodity hardware for deep and complex machine learning models
are still considered as immature due to the high performance
overhead [49], which is even more pronounced for language
models that have extremely large run-time footprint.
There is a recent trend to design secure hardware specialized
for AI [50]. We note that future secure AI hardware designs
could also take advantage of the inherent robustness of the ML
model itself. For instance, based on our fault characterization,
we observe that the most vulnerable bits largely come from
the normalization layer parameters, which typically involve
an very small amount in Transformer-based NMT models
(e.g., typically less than 0.05%). Moreover, the query and
key parameters that consume the bulk of the parameter space
are exceptionally robust to bit flips. This observation creates a
opportunity for future hardware designer to consider differentiated protections (e.g., tiered integrity checking mechanisms)
for language models, which have the potential of releasing the
performance burden due to universal security assurance.
IX. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we perform the first study to investigate
hardware-based fault attacks in modern neural machine translation models. We systematically characterize the impact of
parameter bit flips and identify unique challenges for fault
attacks on NMT models. To address these challenges, we
present NMT-Stroke, a novel attack framework that can divert
the translation output for NMT to the attacker-controlled
natural output sequence. We design an efficient bit search
strategy that determines the most influential bits to flip to
achieve the adversarial goal. To ensure exploitability in real
systems, NMT-Stroke identifies fault locations by modeling
the rowhammer fault attack. Our evaluation on state-of-theart Transformer-based models show that NMT-Stroke can
successfully compromise the translation with a small amount
of bit flips. This work motivates the need to understand and
enhance the integrity of NLP models with the presence of
insecure hardware.

VIII. D ISCUSSIONS
At a high level, NMT-Stroke tampers the internal of NMT
models by inducing faults to the model parameters. Recently
there are tremendous advances in integrity protection with
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